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Epidendologistshave frequently described their discipline as an

approach to problems as well As a body of know,ledge (Lilienfield, 1978,

and Omran, 1969, are examples). The basis of :Ademiology and its approach
_

is sometimes said to.rest upon the proposition Y ;Utah and disease

do not occur at random in populations, and that the patterns Actually

wasting in these occurrences cast light upon the factors responsible

for the death and disease. A small amount of theory, not yet well

'formulated, at times guides a study in its beginning stages, and undergoes

a great deal of development and clarification in the process of the

epidemiological research. At a mid-stage, it frequently happens that the

investigation serves to. identify populations at.riak,:for the illness in

question.

The failure pf.many children to:achieve in school at acceptable

levels has cote to be regarded as an illness of epidemic proportions,

and On that basis the epidemiological approach is appropriate. In :

point of fact, the approach was adoptedmore or. less as a matter oftourse

in the first phase of the present research because the topic Was a typical

One for epidemiology: -possible links:between school achievement differenced

And actual mortality and morbidity rates for the separate sex -race groups

in the. population. The.findings of that investigation have been reported

ittiarlierartioleLandsberger§. 1978. and 1979), and they are to be

summarized briefly here. In the second phase of the .researchi the study

reported in this. Paper, we have gone on to investigate .differenteS among

the sex=race groups with respect tolactors related to achievement in

school. As suggested above, the findings. have indeed led to the -

formulation of a theoretical:model, albeit in preliminary form, for

the explanation of differences in early achOOL.achieVemeni. This,



together with'implications for research suggested by the findings, is to

be presented toward the end of this article. It is appropyiate here

to look at the findings, beginning with a summary .of these regarding_

levels -of Adhievementand'moving on to those dealing with sex -race

group differences in factors associated with achievement.

Differences in levels of achievement

Differences among the sex-race groups' achievement at the primary

school level were investigated in data from a sample of approXiMately 350

:children enrolled in a network of 18 schools where an early.childhood

education.program was being introduced into the public school system

of the state. Measurements were Madelor thethildren at the beginning

and. end of the primary school-years for.cognitive ability, social-

emotional characteristics and for school achievement; When the sex -race

groups were examined separately, it was found thai the white female

_

group performed better at the -end of the: third grade in all of.these

areas than any of the others. :White males, who were slightly-ahead of

females at thestatt, showed a relative drop in performance levelsluring

this period, , Among white:children, girls' scores on achievement tests

and the Social maturity scale were significantly higher thin boys' at

the end of third g

ilatk.thi--ren of both:Wales performed at lower levels in all

aChievement areas than whites, with black males at the bottom of tLe

four groUps in all achievement tests and on-the cognitive ability measure;

_ V : .

Nevertheless, blacks of both sexes improved slightly in-peicentiIe terms
. .

.

'during the four primary school years; and on the socialeemotional measure

of "school-affiliation" blacks scored higher than white males.



The purposedf that study was to examine differences in the-quality

of school experience as. one cause possibly contributing to the higher

mortality rates And'lower life expectancy'of males vsi females, non-.

whites vs. whites, and-poor vsimon-poor The stress involvedfor children

who do leSs well than others in school from the very beginning'is

theoretically a basis for viewing school experience as 'one cause among

others which accounts. for the poorer health outcomes of white and ton=

white males, and of non-white females, as all three coMpare with white

females, and of poor compared with non-poor of each group.

Differences in factors associated- with-achievement

Itis the next step of the research, the findings.regarding the

sex-race group differences in.factors associated with achievement, which;

constitutes the material to be reported heie.. VariousinVestigatiOns

have reported'results which suggest that the.groups might differ -with

respect to these associationsi A large group of studies in the socio-

logical literature often referred to as the "educational attainment"

studies have looked at achievement differences at the secondary school

leveli Several of'these haVe reported that factors associated. with

achievementand.ambiticin in one sex -race group are not found in others.

Specifically; influence of home background has been found to be:related

to achievement in the case of white males, but.notblick males. Ability

measures also-were related strongly to achievement only:for whites.

FOrtheimore, greater differences in associations Of. variables with

achievement between the sexes existed for 'whited than for blacks in-

the findings of DeBord, Griffin and Clark(1977).

The data -were analyzed in the present.study.for the sex -race groups

Separately to:See whether with these younger children there would also'be-
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different patterns of association between and among Variables' for.the

different groups. The survey of studies entitled "Sex.role and pupil

role" publiiihed by Lee and Voivodas (1977) and the longitudinal research

reported by Marten Kohn (1977) contain material suggesting that'the

confrontation with school is an experience with profound differences

'according to Children's membership in their particular sex=raae:groups,

Wt planned:?onr analyses with this as the question; do Children of

80111C groOps "make it at schoOl on intellectual.ability alone, While

for otherii. social behavior appears to be as important or more important

than intellectual ability? We .expected a positive answer, given our

findingi that the results Of SChOol experience differ from the sex -race

groups as they, have in the case of this sample some learning more and

others less, some being more socially mature than others -- and, given

the findings of preVious studies referred to above.

A complete report of the analyses is available from the author for-

those who need and to examine the reSults of the correlations anaIYes

and the multiple regression analyses which were. performed Withthe.data

for the beginning of kindergarten and end of third grade forthiiii.sample.

of approximately three hundred fifty children. Several measures. including

cognitive ability, achievement and socialeMotionaivariables, were made

At bOth kindergarten.and third grade levels. Home environment advantage

was measured at" kindergarten and third' grade leVelsi The volume: of data

is large enough to Make presentation a problem. It is appropriate to

present here only a summarization of the analyses. The crossw.sectional

view of association of various .factors with achievement at the end of

third grade is. presented first. Next.we will examine the View.over

time -- association between factors measured at the start oficifidergorten



to third grade achievement and the Other factors measured at that time.

The cross- sectional view_at_the_end_of-third grade

The performances on five achievementtests of the Iowa Teat of

Basic Skills at the end of third grade were analyzed in relation to

scores for the cognitive ability measure used at that time -- the

Cognitive Abilities Test ==. and three scales from a paper-pencil test,

the Self=Observation Scales, for social-emotional variables: Self-

Acceptance, Soeiai maturity and School .Affiliation,. Pearson product-
.

moment correlations (fa) were Obtained for these.atciations for tht

total group of subjects for whom the complete data dAtited IAPprosimately

470), and for each.sex-race group separately, Thdie correlatio are

presented in Table. I.

Table I.goes about here

Predictably, thereare'correlations-betWeen the ability measure

and the achievement tests which are highly 04tivei The .'s for white

boys and white girls are almost allin_the 501s: and 60'0 Taking one

important case, for Reading this r is .65 for-the total group, the white

boys and the white girls, indicating that in each case, the cognitive
_

ability measure can be said to account. for 40% of the variatioe'in Reading

achievement, Though the -'s for the ability measure with achievement tests

were generally high for black girls, the r's for black boys were lower

in every case excepting "Spelling," (Conversely, for bledk girls; Spelling

.
is the only.initance of a non-- significant correlation between ability and

achieveMent,) To lOok at Reading Alone for blacks, the Oorrelationi;*

ihdicated.that'for black:girls, the cognitive ability measure -can be

said,to account for 3 of the variance.in Reading achievement and for

black oya; 26%.. Thus the'associations'for both sexes of black Children



TABLE Pearson_product-moment correlationa at the third=
grade level for ability and tot41=emotional variables with
Performance on five tests of achievement, for total group and
for separate sex-race voups

Note: Correlations are significant 4- .01'161.'61 excepting
those marked *. significant .4 .05 level of NS, not
significant.

Achievement
Tests

TOTAL GROUP N = 470

Emotional oioisi Scales)
Social Maturity School Affil'n

Cognitive Abilities
Teat (C.A.T.)-

SOCial
Self. Aeceptiece

Vocabulary .67 .22 .40 .0511.5

Reading .65 .21 .40 .05NS

Spelling. .40 .15
.!!,

.27 .10*

Meth-Concepts .72 .19 .40 504NS

MathProblems . .50 .11* .34 .0516

1 BOY-S- N, White = 143; N. Black = 73

White

Vocabulary .64

Reating: .65

Spelling i49.

Black

.56.

.51

.025

454

math..Probl. .57 .10

whit4 '

White Black -. White *_... &lick White amok

.25 .09NS .20* .30 ;-05141S .04NS

...21 .1211S- .14*-- .32 -.06NS .021"

16
_

.23* .101" .35 -.-..6NS: .iiNS

.20*-. .05NS 429 .40 "-..021" .111".

.10MS .071" =.19* .36 "...OPTS i17WS -.

, White -.A47; Ni Black = 100

White Bled(' White, Bladk. White Black"

Vocabulary .64 .57 .29 .20* .44.

Beadieg .65 455 .28 .1814S .44

Spelling ',17NS .14NS/ -.11NST..28

lUth. Conc. .61 .62 .25 .22* .38

Math ProbIm. .43 -.45 .16* .12115 .29

.36
,

.24 ii5NS

.30 .27 . .05

.04NS .21 .@9no

.36 .21 ileS

.32 .21: -15141
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are smaller than the whites' figure of 40%i

The correlations. of-social-emotional variables With achievement were

generally smaller than were. those ofoOgnitiVe ability with achievement.

However, there were many significant correlations and several r's as high

as..40.orabove. There did appear to be differenceshy_adic=rade groups

in whether or not these scales were correlated with achievement. To

locate possible-differenceS among the groups in 'patterns of association

of these variables and cognitive ability with achievement was of course

the purpose in making these analyses. They appeared to be these:

.

1. Among the white girls, both cognitive ability and all of the
Social-emotional variables had strong associations with achievement
in all five subject areas covered by these tests.

2. For white bom_the r's.between achievement and these social-
emotional variables were Much smaller than white girls'. For
thedi the strong. associations were between achievement and_the:
cognitive ability measure; Not only:were the r'atath social-
emotional scales mnall_and many:not Signifidant, but with the
SchOol Affiliation scale, all r s actually had a negative sign.

3. Among black boys, the is between cognitive ability and achievement
tests were lower than.among whites. On 'the social 4motional-measure.
of Social Maturity; virtually -all of the is were large enough to
be-significant; and this vas:true forgirra as well as boys. A

. weak association seemed- to-exist fOr both sexes of- blacks between.
Self- Acceptance and achievement test perfOrmanCe. The association
betveth achievement and.Hchool.Affiliation, while also weak, was
always positive.

When the measuringof all variables is done with paper - pencil tests

and the subjeCts-are no older than third=graderei it is. likely that.aII

test .performances are dependent upon the same kind of test - taking

Ability, end that the measures are not.as inicependent as the researches

might wish. For this reason, a multiple regression analysis was performed

with, the same data asthe correlational analysis justdescribed: The

MOltiple R indicates the common variance of dependent-Variable with

all independent variables iutbe. gownsion. The correlation coefficient



for CognitiVe'Ability entered in'the fitat step of the:analysis, together
_ _ . . _

with the partial Correlationaieided.for each of the social - emotional

scales, indicaee the independent association of each of those with

variation in achievement;

Sex-Race Group

. White boys

White.girls

Black girls

. Black boys

TABLE 2. Results-from multiple regression
analysis of achievement test per-
formance at and of third grade by
sex-race groups separately;

Total:Variatit,in achievement' Variance with
(Vocabulary, Reading and Math cognitive
Concept subtests combfhed) ability measure
accounted for by cognitive alone (entered
ability test and social- in firtt step)
emotional variables

49% (MR = .70)

41% (MR = .64)

38% (MR = .62)

36% = .60)

46% (R = .66)

'38% (R= .62)

34% :(R = .58)

-.28% (R = .53)

For all sexi-race groups these were high, and there-were SiMilar
_

correlations with the three tests of vocabulary, reading and math concepts;

To present thiSinfOrthatiOni the variance accounied'for by all together is
.

shown along with the variance accounted for by the cognitive ability measure

alone; these figures are.given for each sex -race group separately in the.

table above.

Differences according to-sex-race group in the end=of=third-grade

patterns are evident in the data presented in Table. 2, Black boys were

the gteup with less achievement associated with the cognitive ability

measure. The fihdihgs for significant. partial correlations for the
.

remaining variablea, the aedial;emotional scales,:areinterestin when



viewed together with that facti Black boys were the only stX=tate

!group with a substantial number of signifitant Cbtrelationai,! For the

.three social=emotional scalea,and the five achievement tests; 8 of the

_ _ _ _

15 partial correlations Were significant,; For white git1S, 3 ofthese

15 were significant, while not-a single one debbe partial:correlations was

significant for white boys nor forhlack (As'noted above, in tht case

.

Of one social- emotional scale, negative signs appeared in the small

correlations for white boys.)

To sum up what the two kinds of analyses of data from the one

point in time -- end of third grade.-- have told us about differences in

the sex-race groups:

!Whitt_boys are the group where_the cognitive ability measure
was closely associated with achievement and where the_weaketiti
associations of the social-emotional measures appeared.

The same situation seemed true for black-girls, though the
relations with-the cognitive, ability measure was not as strong
al for white bogs:

3: White girls were the group -with significantly strong associations
of social-emotional variables and-of cognitive ability.with
achievement.

4. F-r black boys; there was least association between cognitive
ab ly and achievement; but indication that totial=eMtitiOnal

variables were associated"With achievement measures in all
school subject areas

The4ougitudinil- view.

It is also interesting, and possibly even more useful, to look'at this

Same question with data which covers a, period of time,. Ard there differences

in the Sex-race groups in the relationihipi.between third-grade achievement

_

and-characteristics measured at the point!of their entrance into 'kindergarten?

For this same sample of children, variables of several kihds were

measured at the point of kindetgarten:dnifancei Thei included educational



advantage in the home enviromnent, measured by the HIS scaleFintellectual-,

ability,- measured.by the Cooperative (Caldwell) Preschool Inventory and

the Peabody Picture:Vocabulary Test; and social-emotional factors --

ExtraversionIntroversioni Social Behavior and Teak Orientatiod-- measured

by teacher ratings, using-the Schaefer-Aaronson Classroom Behavior Inventory.

These measures were related by correlitional-andiultiple regression

analyses with various combinations of the achievement tests, the ability

measure and the social-emotional scales from the end-of=third-grade

measurements, identified in the:preceding section of.this papers:,

Home environment advantage : S : - -

These relationshipswire 'assessed by,means of the correlations

_analysis performed on the basia_of the Home Information ScaIez(HIS)1,

quantitative measure 4,educatiotialjadliantage in the kindergarteners'

home environment, and the Cognitive Abilities Test,,Sodial Maturity Scale,

and the foilowing achievement tests fiemn the Iowa Test of Biisic S kills

,Vocabulary, Reading, Spilling and Meth Concepts.

The coiparisons in Table 3 make it clear that only'for white boys

is there the cOnsisted:and significant relationship between kindergarten-
,.

level home environment advantage and'the third-grade variables which

appears when the data for the total group are analyzed together. For

the other sex-race groups this association is virtually non-existent by

comparison with the case of white boys.
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TABLE 3. Pearson prOductmdment correlations between
the kindergarten- entrance measure of home environment
advantage and third-grade achievement, cognitive:.ability
an4;social.maturity: total group and sex=race2groups"
aeparate/y.

NOTE:', only significant correlations are giVen.
.An- asterisk indicates signifiCance at the .05
level; otheis-are significantly 4-01 level.

0

TUIRD---GRADE VARIABLES,'

ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

. Total
Group'

White Male

..White Female

Bladk Mild

Black Pemaie

355

105.

110

,60

BO

VOCA ULARY I READING

.39

017

437

.43

SPELLING

423

.35

COGNITIVE
MATH ABILITY

433

.36

.27_

.27

446

.27

.27

SOCIAL:
MATURITY

.26

.3.6

Relationships of kindergarten cognitive` ability and-third-grade ability;

--

social maturity-and achievement._ Correlations were obtained to indicate .

_relationships between those same third=grade variable* and dognitiVe

ability at kindergarten entrance as measured by the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Testi These correlations are compared for the sex=race groups

_with each,other.and the group as whole in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. Pearson product-moment correlations
between cognitive ability at kindergarten entrance
as measured by Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and
third-grade achievement, cognitive ability and IA,
social maturity, total group and sex-race groups
separately.

NOTE: Only significant correlations are given.
An asterisk indicates significance A, .05 level;
Others are. significanily < .01 level.

-11-1RD GRADE VARIABLES

GROUP
_ACHIM-MT-TESTS- COGNITIVE SOCIAL

.MATURITY.
VOCABULARY READING SPELLING

Total
GrOup 355 .44 --. .48 '.24 .38 .62 .31,

White
Male 105 .28 .24* .29 .33 .44 .

White
4

:Female 110 .39 .4 34 -. ; 0*
,-

.20* ..51 -

Alatk
Male -0 .26* .25* ;. . .47

(

Black
Female 80 '426* -

- - .50= 438

With respect. to the relationship of kindergarten cognitive ability

and third,gradd petfarmancei the white_of both sexes 14104 fairly closely
:

the kind of relationship which was indicated when data for the total group

were analyzed- together.. HOWever, the relationships for .blaCta; of both

'sexes are much :less consistent and strong, especially with the Achievement

tests. For black. children, the kindergarten measure of ;ability was closely

correlated with the third- grade.ability measure.
.:6

.The Multiple .Regression Analysis was performed .using the .:Peabody

test for the kindergarten cognitive ability measure..and at .:third -grade

level onlytWo achieVeMent tests, the Cogditive ability measure and the

14



social maturity scale. The achievement tests we re Reading and

:Miith Concepts. Results from that analysis indicated highly:significaht

relationships of the Peabody with all third -grade meaSures for the total

group, uthighly signifiCant relationships in the case of. sex-race

groups separately only for the third-grade cognitive ability measure.

In every sep-rice group these latter were correlated significantly,

usually beyofiiithe .001.level. As for the two.achievement tests,-the

only significant relationships with the kindergarten ItabOdy measure
. .

were with the Math. Concepts for white boys, and with Reading for white

girls. There were no significant correlations of the Peabody with

achievement tests 'for bla of either aex.

Relationships between the kindergarten qncial-emotional factor of Extra

versionand achievement.

Correlations between the 'scores for this Motor at kihdergarten entrance

e
and the third-grade measures for the total-group data are staIler than

thoseoffthe kindergarten cognitive ability measure, but they ;are all

highly significant ones. These are. presented together with the

correlations for the sex-race-groups separately in Table 5.

In the separate sex -race groupsi'Extraversiop at kindergarten seems

to be associated with third -grade performance for all of the groups only
. _

-for cognitive ability, and for almost all groups for social maturity.

The only 'correlations. with an achievement-testqarge enough to be

aignificant-atthe.01-livel is the r of .30 betWeeh'Reiding and

Extraveision fok black males.
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TABLE 5. Pearson product-MoMent correlations between
the social-emotional factotiof Extraveraitin at
kihdargarten entranCe_aS_Mdai-iuted by the Schaifer-_
Aaronson dlassroom BehaViot Inventory and third-grade

:achievement, cognitive ability and social maturity,
-for total group-and sex -race gtoups separately,

NOTE4 Only significant correlations_are,given*-
.An_asteriak indicates significance 4 405104ii,
others are significantly 4 .01' level4

SOCIAL
-MATURITY.

GROUP

VBIiD-GRADE-VARIABLEs
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS COGNITIVE

00A ULM READING SPELLINGlMATELL_ABILITY

Total
. Group

White
Male'

WNite
'Female

Blitek;

Male

Black
Female

355

105

110

60-

80.

428

.19*

.21*

.28

.30

4i8 .25

.22* 422*.

.34

443

421*

-Results of the regression. nalysid SNOW SignifiCant partial correlations

for the Extraversion factor with. the two achievement _taste sued in:that.

analysis, Reading and Math, as well as with cognitive abiliL.y and social

maturity for the total group data. In that analysis, there were no

significant:correlations between. kihdergarten Extraversion and any third-.
_ .

grade measure for white males and none for black. females. Foi-white.females

and for black males, the relationships found in the correlational analysis.

were- confirmed: Extraversion was signifidantly related to cognitive

ability for both groups, to,- social maturity for white females, and to

Reading for. black males:,

1G
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Relationships between the_ -OcalleCtor of Task

i

Orientatiorility, social maturity and achievement4,
__

The correlations of this factor at kindergarten with all third!-grade

measures are almost identical with those. for Extraversion when. data Vit

the group as a whole were examined. Howeverithe sex-race iroup differences

are atrinkingly.different whenAt comes, to these two factors. ..The,correlations

with Task Orientation for.the total group and the sex=rate groups separately.

appear in Table 6.

TABLE 6: Pearson produdt-moment correlations.between

-_GROUP

the socialremotional factor of Task Orientation at
kindergarten entrance as measured by the Schaefer=
Aaronson Classroom Behavior Inventory and third=
grade achievement, cognitive ability and social
maturity, for total group and sex-race groups separately.

NOTE: Only significant correlations- are -given.
An asterisk indicates significance 14 .05 level;
others are significantly .01 level.

THIRD GRADE,VARTABLEs_
CHIEVEMENT-TESTS - COGNITIVE

VOCABULARY READING '.SPELLING MATH ABILITY MATURITY

Total
'Group

White
Male

Fegle

Slack
Male

Black
FeMale

355

105

110

60

80-

.28

.19*

.21 *.

.28 .18

.30

.25

-422*

OD .43

.23

.20*.

:21*

.24

4

The multiple regression analysis, again using only Reading and Math.

_Concepts as achievement testa, prod uced -confirmation of.the pitture
_ _

.

presentedin theTTable,6 correlations as-far.as theladk children were

concerned, Task-Qrientation proved significantly relatectto everything.



for black giils. and to nothing for black boysi For-white-gitIsTask
4

OrientatiOn was only related signifitintlyto"the ability, measure, not--
4,

to achievementi ',For white boys; Task: Orientation was very:signif cantly

related to cognitive ability and to social maturity_, but the partial

cotrelationt with the achievement tests were not large enough to_be,

significantp

Discussion of sex-race group. differences.

It is. difficult to avoid thetendency.to attribute cause when

telationships'betWeenlInd among variables-ate .discUssedi This is
, . ,

-especially the:case in relation to sthodl'achievementi Where parentA,

AegisIatOrsi educators and the public at large are all searching4Or

ways to improve children's learning at School:.

The associations ofother variables with school.aChievement examined,

bete cross - sectionally -- at third.gtadeonly :cannot be said to indicate:

causation -at all:, it is as defenSible to say that spelling achievement

brings-about increased cognitive ability asto make the' oppositie
_

statement,The telationship to third - grade; Of variables

measured at kindergarten are diffeketti 6ecause'the latter came eailieri

pen there, hoWevert the obvious complexity of causation_ of sChool

,_ .

achievement calls for- a cautious.approach to any reflection upon ihe

findings

Out fundamental purpose in any case is Co.describe the different

.

patterns among these variables existing for the different sex-taci

groups::The existence Of.differences is-Viewed as eVidence that the

confrontatiOnnf children and:school is'experienCed' and responded, to

differently according to sex-rac grow membership; Ft propose that

1 8
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complex ways.these diffetences are related todifferences in educational

outcomes for the groups; and all of this -is related in its turn in even.

more complex ways to:differences in health status existing among the

Sex-race groups.

The findings. of this particular study together with the groups'.

performandeAifferencea repdrted in the earlier article can be presented'

in:the form of btiefdescriOtions of each of the sex-race groupil
_ .

.White females appear to be helped to meet the challenge ofsdhool
_

by bothscognitivC ability and social-emotional characteriStics1 both

are related to their school achievement..-if we'slay consider the

school affiliatidn scale at third -grade as an indicator., it is white

girls who make the highesticoreson thii factor,. Achieving at sdhoOk,..

:beginS at a high:level relative tnthe total giotip of Children;:and it-

continUes_td,:rise duting the fiist years of schoolSchool appeits to

-6 thO'W4it6 girls' : "cup of tea',i":

White,:male6 begin:kindergarten with petformandes4a little above'the

whitetitle level;. but thej score below females at the end of third

gridetthermore,'-theit scores for school affiliation are at the:.

.bottom'-ohe. fout sex-race groupti.. klack'of-affiliation'With school

related.to:the fact that for White malesitWo kinds of,;:

.sidiantage with which children begin school cognitive ability and home

environment advantage -- continue:to be relatedto achievement differences

it the end of third grade. White males -are the only sex -race group for

whom home environment advantage is related very significantly to achievementi

and the group for whom the kindergarten measure -of cognitive ability.was

::significantly and consistently related to all third-grade performance.

Still another kindergarten-entrance measurement was related significant1
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to third-grade performande for white boys, and this was-the factor Of
/

Task Orientation. ibis as thOugh white boys continue to draw upon
. . _

resources with which they begin school, perhaps de, not add new

supports atschool as the white girls do.

_

For black children of both sexes, not only is there no relationship

between home-environillent advantage and:aChlevtment, but ability measures

-play a relatively weak role in'determining achievement levels. Our

analyses indicated that for black boyd, schopleffiliation.and social

maturity are two faCtors which do accompany. differences in achievement.'

There are similaritiet in the school experiences of black boys.and. white'

girls-with respect significant relationships at the third=grade level_

between achievement and social-emotional factors. However, there-is an

important difference: for white girls, this relationship Of achievement
,

.

to social=emotional factorals accompanied by a sturdy relationshiPof

achievement:and tOgiiiiivc ability. Obeli perferManCet at the beginning of

'kindergartenfor;black boys Were.related to third-grade-achievement, the

only significant relationships were'witha social=emotional factoit

'Extraversion. ,It is notable that fot black males,. the Children at

highestrisk'fbr failure at scheoli ability differences were,found to

Alave little relationship.to differences in achievement.
J.

Among black girlai.it-WasIask Orientation atAiadatgattoo entrance

with whiehrt were highly-signifidant relationships tothird=grade..
:,1 _ : :

ddhievement.andto othercharacteristics:'- cognitiveability and social

'maturity. School- affiliation was high for black girls, Wt.:tot:Significantly

related to achievementAsi anyaubject=matteiatea; Of the-third;grade

social-emotional scales, only.SedialHaturity'waa significantly'xelated

to,,aehievement Finally; ithe achievement of black girls.'soewhat higher
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.

areas than black boys'i Was accompanied by a stronger relatitifiShi0

toability-measures than wwthe black boys' achieveMent

Theoretical -implications of -this study.

-Our findings from-the ztUdy of the separate teic.=tade groups in

lef
_ _

relation to different levels of chieveMent and different factors related

,toachocil.achitement has led to the formulation ,of a theoretical model

for'- :the explanation of differences in early:school:adhieveMent. This model

;ie presented in Figure 1. Its purpose is to organize-the findingsof

thi:research in a form consistent with the findings from educational

attainment studies of achievement at secondary'schnol leVels previouslY

cited; And with -the theoretical. approach formulated. by Martin Kohn (1977)

on the basis of his research with children at the early elementary school

AAV61.

Cognitive
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Home

.:,EhVirOnmt nt
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Achievement
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(physical
and
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-FIORE 1. 'Theoretical MOdelef relationahi0i-.of
mieasurable factors-tOcachievement.and health status
at OtliriniarY achnOl el..
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.kfewatatements might, he made with respect to the points in the

diagram. In the ongoing interaction situation of these first-yearS:Of

school, individuals make an adequate response to thatenvironment -- that-
.

is; they achieve at the tasks and behavioral demands at school ---_by drawing

on both social-emotional and intellectual resources available to them at

that time. Ai is indicated in the middle of"the diagram by the two-way

arrows between achievement at primary grade tasks andCognitive abilitY,

on the one hand, and social-emoticfial lacters :on the other, there,i- mutual

-.reinfordement.: One aspect. of the adequate'response" to school, or successful

-.Achievement, is that'it represents positive feedback and Serves to reneW,

the individuWs:resources for maintaining. and possibly raising future

achieveMent. UnsatiSfactory achievement it-negatiiid feed-back which does

not renew the resourcesiandconsequeatlyi achievement Levels must.be-

exPected to.decline. The health status of the individual, both physical

and mental, is affected by and itself affeCts the tdtality;indluding

of course,achieveMent. itaelft

The pattern of relatiOnshiPs between achieviment and the."resotreee

unique to each 'sex -race gtoup manifests apartiOular:aspettanf the, process.

'Which can and dCed occur.: Sometites, "a particular distortion" -is a

moriappropriate. phrase. TheWhite male pattern will be examined first.

'White boYs'third-gradeAtchieveMent and their cognitive ability-_

scores rested'upon the'status of kindergarten- entrance Variables, where-
.

the predothiUaht environment was the home, much-more than did those of

other-sex-race groups..z-Achievement in third-grade was supported stroogty

by concurrent cognitiVe ability level,- but unielated.ta-the concurrent;

. s- ..

aoCial=t6diipaal variables, this may well.acconnt for the fact that their.

.

achievement was .lowerr in fact, it was Significently:loWer than
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'white girlsdespite the'fact that their cognitive-ability level was

the highest of the four groupsi In our previous report of thid research

mention was made of existing evidence of poorer health outcomes for miles.

vs, females among whites as well as non-whites, at the childhood as well

es.the adult level.

The fact that black boys achievement in all subjett areas was lowest

and their health outcomeipoorest'maybe seen as testimony to the importande

of relationships between achievement and the third grade level cognitive

ability measure.. In the black bOYs pattern.ve tote that this relationship

, .

was weakest, and that social-emotional variables, like sopialloaturitY,.in

a sense the gap." Thosefactors were found .to be.much-more.often- .

significantly related to ichievethent for black boys than for any other sex-
- .

race groupi To depend at school'verY heavily upon'eocial!eMotional factors

would appear, however, to be "expensive" !Reports from various studies

of the'health.etatus of Children iiave:furnished evidence as to blatk males'

.4higher stress.leVelsimore frequent isychOlogical problems and; that'

black boys as well as black men have more than their share of problems
. .

of physical:health (Landsberger, 19783.

lihile-subject to the same stresses of.minorit ershipi blatk

females have. a Much better. health record than 6 analjettef

at most age brackets in terms ofmortality.rates thin white males as we

- At thee early school level we have seen that black girls are spared the'

- 'D
bIack:males.' handicap of the very.loW relationship between cognitive

ability and achievement; 'Furthermore, their-achievementlevelei.Ohile

'loper than whites, werenotat the bottome It,was black males who Were

there: This may well have provided.someWhat better feed-back to their.

resource sYstems.and prevented some o'fihe stress to which their male
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It is the white girls' pattern which exemplifies the functioning

of the model when a satisfactory level of achievement occnrs and produces

positive feed-back.as well as the. most desirable health outcomes at the

child as well as the adult level'. We haVe noted that in their case,

achievement' was in fact related 'closely both tradognitive ability and to

the social-emotional factors as troth '.are measured at third-grade leveL

Relative to white boYs(there. was little. influence upon White.leMales'

.

achievement fro the home environment reedurces and beginning-kindergarten

social- emotion factors. It is propOsed that'the relitionshiP:of home-related

factorsMeasured.at.kindergarten entrancedeCreaselas the sChool-related

factori -.school affiliation, for)example are devetopedi The. positive

impact, of their relativelyhigh achievement upon the white females'

social - emotional status and their health indicators has been noted. 'To

describe their response as.one of Meetingthedemands-atschool and thus

achieving an.equilibrium there is consistent, we believe, with Martfh.

)

.
Kohnis-conCept of "social competence".and its role in the prevention of

under- achievement and emotional disturbanceLduring the early school years.

Earl So Schaefer (1975). whose formulations have been drawn upon by

1Cohn as well'as in,the present-study, does include the negative category

tn'the factors in his theoretical scheme-a there is introversion in well

.as extraversion, negative social behavior as well as positive, and so on --,
,

, -

but neither Schaefer:nor Kohn depends. upon negativeTfactors alone for

t*explanation of children's respOnse to schooli This is counter to.the

. _

aPproadh of.many theoretical'schemes and Much:clinical'work where children

adjustment to'school is assessed by measuring the presence or. absenceof.

probleMe or iyMptoms.. *.more "absence of the negative" ie,not adequate.

expLanationi.inthe 'vlaW.of SchaefiandOf, Rohn. I!4y propoSe. important
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functions for positiv factors to which they have given names like

social competence, task orientation and extraversion. It seems to the

present. author especially necessary to include the pogitive aspects of

factors:studied in order to explain both health. and inhool.adhievemen.

Amitcomeg, and we believe our findings have demonstrated thisi

Al Kohn has described for hie sample. in.his,book(1977), we haVe

_
. . , <

seen 41 this study the complexity of relatieniihipeef several factors.

to-school achievementi It does not seem tenable in the face of such

.findings to:approach the subject by putting much emphaSiS-ón a Single

factori as Jensen, for example, Ma put upon intellectual ability X1969).
_

The demonstrated Complexity and' variation-among the different groups

ahould also give pause to the educators Who:seem frequently to "rush to-"

explain school achievement outcomes on "the quality of the child's

home." The variety in relationship of factors with their responses

to sehool which we have observed'in the different sex-race groups seems

.toeali forattemptato develop more. adequate explanations.:

';A further Word might be added about the.empleYment of the epidemiological

approach:to the matter of school achievement. . Itallowe'for'the study of.

variations in the-human condition anilresponsi capacity which141 often noted
: .

when we Study individuals. but there lieSitatien:aboUtgeneralizing from

the.easeintone individual: When these:variationsire broUght to .our.

attention by a.whole population groupi the,effect nUtbe:pbenntentin is

. .f.

somehow more convincing." (Whether it should be se or notiaanother

question, .TheIact that it so simply a. part of seientific.atudy,-

cations of: the
,

for research,

.

t d

P
.

The point was ma a earlier in the article tbat.insofar 0 the

Atiality.of:ach001:eX erienee:48 to" to'diffe for the different sax -race



sroupsi it is.an error' to genetSlize from an association found from an

analysis for the totariroupi or for one sub - group; to other sub-roups,-.

The'da ram. correlational analysis is presented throughout this.

ve shownthat it was in fact true that. even when highly

lignifiCant, an association' between variables.istablishedinthe analysis

oedata for the greuptaken asiiwhole almost never existed for all of
. _

the teX.Isce groups taken sepitratel. yi' There were a very:Jew-instances,.
i

-:-%<<''
' erean'associitionlwat established' fer onesex-tace group only butIth'' .

. .

home.e ronment advantage and SCI1ooiachievement*ejakaalarly.worthy

atudysip.

did net exist for the othd three ex-race groups nor for the total group .

The findi frai. this ttudy regarding the limitedreAatiOnShip of-:
,

,

i [

i

.. :, .

- ...-----..-- .,,,,, ,,,-,

..... ,,

.

°. ,
,

,,,of.note. T.Ne highly significant correlations between the Home Information
. .

.

,

Scald for thegrouvas.awhole and all measures at-third-grade level

simply indicate again the pervasive influence of the richness or poverty

of the hot* environment Upon:achievement,and intellectual ability Which
. ,

has been. found in scores of ttudies on both sides. of the Atlantic. . rn

_-,
.

this Studyi as in sonie44=thestudies of educational attainement IDellerdi

Griffin and Clark;i977i.fai example),. this same strong association

faend.alsO to_exist:for White males, but infrequently withthe other sexy

race groups: For shite:femaleSr.the.nnly correlations of home,environent

:sign ifica nt'at the '01' level was with: thethir d-gr adevCoinitive ability.
.

measures For black females the only Similarly, significant dori elation.

was with cognitive. ability and socieleatOrityFerblicksles,there

were correlations significant it the.0$:levetWith-tWe'achieveinenttests:

only. The edUcntor who "explains" disappointingjOUpil performinceby

referring tothe.determining.inflUifice ofithe:sotio-eConomi0eVil of.

1.1
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home.is a.common phenomenon, frequently quoted in newspapers. Findings:

of this research suggest that'the educator is correct in the case of white

boys' but mistaken in the case of the other sex-race sroups.

An equally important group of findings related to the. question of

racial differences in school achieVement due to racial differences in

intellectual ability, a topic addressed in the writings of Jensen

(1969) and others. As the datajh Table 2 have)ihowni the cognitiVe

ability measures.accountedifor More variance in achievement for whites.

than for blacks; and accounted' for considerably less in. the case of

black males than black females.. The-importance to discussions of

school achievement of whether or not differences in intellectual ability

are to a greater or lesser extent genetically determined is diminished
.0 3.

for the,sex=race groups for whom school achievement has relatively

little:relationship .with intellectual ability.

It is unusual ratherHthan.uival to entounter educational research

reports where.. there :ire separate analyses for the sex -race groupS.: As

in_the case of Baughman and Dahlitrom (1968) or of Martin Kohn's work:

and several of the educational-attainment studies previously-cited, where.

there'nive been analypes'of this kind, distinct differencesin thesex4yrace.

groups have been found. It would appear from the findings of the present.

research and these.other-studies that it is essential that the groups be

examined:and ahalyred seParately before generalizingfrom the total

group,;, or one single group, to otherstregarding factors involvedin

,_

school achievement:
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